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3. Information Exchange
Porsche Tequipment
Ready for Winter

Success stories: Snow chains designed especially for Porsche models, non-slip and waterproof rubber floor mats and
the 19-inch Cayenne design wheel set with winter performance tyres

For summer tyres, winter starts when
temperatures fall below around +7 degrees Celsius. It is around this temperature that the tyre’s compounds begin to
harden, extending the braking distance.
To ensure that your Porsche continues to
deliver the usual Porsche vehicle safety
even at low temperatures, we recommend using winter tyres such as those
from Porsche Tequipment. The 19-inch
Cayenne design complete winter wheel
set, for example, provides both good
traction and style. The individual 10-

spoke design is a real head-turner and
gives the wheel a lightweight appearance. With the specially designed snow
chains fitted, you can be assured that
your Porsche will even take you safely to
the most isolated ski resorts.
Pack up all the ski equipment you need in
the ski and snowboard carrier from
Porsche Tequipment. There is room for
up to four pairs of skis plus two snowboards. Or for up to six pairs of skis, or up
to four snowboards. The integrated lock

Neat and spacious: The ski and snowboard carrier and roof box

protects the equipment from theft. The
locking roof box gives you even more
storage space, boasting a capacity of
about 310 litres. The aerodynamic plastic box can be opened from both sides
and has integrated ski holders inside, so
even your equipment can defy adverse
outdoor conditions. The ski and snowboard carrier and the roof box are available from Porsche Tequipment for the
Cayman and 911 Carrera Coupé models
and for all Cayenne models.
Sludge and snow belong outside, and the
interior of your Porsche should be no exception. The made-to-measure rubber
floor mats are available for all Porsche
models as of the current model year,
making dirt a thing of the past. The mats
are non-slip and waterproof, meaning you
have plenty to celebrate this winter.

Further information about the entire Porsche Tequipment product range and the current Tequipment catalogues
are available from your Porsche partner or on the Internet at www.porsche.com. At this address, you can also visit
our Porsche Design Driver’s Selection online shop, where you will find a range of selected Tequipment products.
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Small But Mighty
The New Porsche 911 GT3 Toy Model from Dynamic Concept

The French company Dynamic Concept
has produced a unique scale model of the
Porsche 911 GT3 under licence from
Porsche AG. To ensure a high level of detail, this model was produced in an extremely rarely used scale of 1:6.
With the dimensions 860 mm x 420 mm x
265 mm (l x w x h), this is an extremely accurate model of the Porsche 911 GT3,
made from 70 parts and taking a total of
42 hours to manufacture. The production
team used high-quality materials and
worked from photos and original 3D drawings supplied by Porsche AG; the impressive results are plain to see in the model’s
exceptional detail.
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The Dynamic Concept model of the
Porsche 911 GT3 was produced in
France as a strictly limited edition of just
200 units. Each car comes with a certificate of authenticity.
Customised versions of the car are also
available. With the “Car Configurator Edition”, customers can choose the paintwork and the colour of the brake shoes
from a selection of 16 original colours.
What is most remarkable about the model
is its weight – a proud 14 kg without packaging. Other fascinating features of the
car are its chrome finish, glossy black
base, resin bodywork, individually num-

bered metal plates and the durable Perspex display case it comes in.

The model is available from:
Dynamic Concept
94, Boulevard Flandrin
75116 Paris, France
www.dynamicconcept.eu

